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had sold to English buyers under a contract c.i.f. Leeds. Under
the Rule as it then stood,1 leave for service out of the jurisdic-
tion was refused, for, though the failure to deliver the shipping
documents represented a breach in England, the substantial
breach was the non-shipment of the goods at Stockholm. Under
the present Rule, however, leave would be grantable in such a
case.
It will be noticed that leave cannot be granted under (e) (iv)
unless three conditions are fulfilled: the alleged contract must
in fact have been made; it must have been broken; and the
breach must have occurred in England. This does not meun,
however, that the plaintiff is obliged to satisfy the judge beyond
all reasonable doubt that the conditions have been fulfilled, for
this would involve an ex parte trial of the case on its merits.
The governing requirement is that the case should be a proper
one for service out of the jurisdiction, and if there is a strong
argument for the contention that the three conditions have been
fulfilled, there is a proper case for service out of the jurisdiction.2
It has been held that the court in its discretion may grant
leave under this sub-section (e) where the plaintiff claims an
account against a person abroad, despite the fact that usually
the foreign forum is the most convenient place for the produc-
tion of the relevant books and documents.3
Leave, however, cannot be granted under the Rule if the
defendant is domiciled or ordinarily resident in Scotland or
Northern Ireland.
(ee) Where the action is founded on a tort committed within the
jurisdiction.4
It was held in Kroch v. Rossellet Cie5 that leave to serve notice
of a writ under this heading will not be granted if the tort has no
substantial connexion with England, In that case:
The plaintiff, who was a foreigner with no English associations or
interests, alleged that defamatory statements had been published of him
in two foreign daily papers, one Belgian, the other French.
1	*The action is founded on any breach within the jurisdiction of any contract
wherever made, which, according to the terms thereof, ought to be performed
within the jurisdiction.' The rule as given in the text was substituted in 1911.
2	yitkovice Horni a. Hutni Tezirstvov. Korner, [1951] A.C, 869*
3	International Corporation Ltd. v. BesserManufacturing Co., [1950] I K.B.
488.
4	O. ii, R, i (ce)> added in 1920. Hobbs v. Australian Press Association,
[1933] i K.B. i; Batav.Bata (1948), 92 Sol. Jo. 574.
5	[1937] i A11E.R.725.

